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VIII - Strength - A month full of energy, use it to focus on what you want to accomplish in your life.   
It is a period to gain control of a challenging situation. It is essential to develop your ability to center,     
to gain inner calm and power to fulfill your goals. Tip: Reach for your gentle inner strength, learn            
to release fears, allow things to emerge. Redirect negative feelings to come out in a positive context.  

Take a personal risk. 

X - Wheel of Fortune - Nothing remains static with the Wheel of Fortune.  
Events will turn around in some fashion, and situations will change of their own accord. Prepare to adapt 
to the new. If you accept responsibility for your actions this can be the time of controlled change. If you     
are not in touch with your life direction, the changes may be experienced as coincidence, luck,               
or  happenstance. 

September 2021 Tarot Spread  

XVII - The Star - Good mental and physical health  
along with inspiration will be your allies. 

Have faith in your more important and cherished dreams. Open up               
to a broader view of the future and new concepts. Your creativity is going    
to be ignited. It is the best time to work on a new project. It will be 
recognized, and you will count on the collaboration of people.  
The most powerful tool to help you to move forward and accomplish your 
dreams is meditation. It can help you find the truth and power that reside 
inside you to manifest them in the outer reality. 

XX - Judgment - This card inspires a great awakening in your life.  
A time of self-redemption and raising out of difficulties. 

Life is constantly presenting us with new challenges. Often these are opportunities to raise our awareness 
and understanding. You may have to forgive and release something from your life. Your inner strength     
is your best guide to success in meeting these challenges. Gain a more positive attitude.  

Rise to seek new possibilities. 

During this month an intense aura of purpose surrounds us inside and out. 

 Believe...everything is possible! 

“You are never given a wish without also being given the power to make it come true.                  
You may have to work for it, however.” - Richard Bach 

https://www.mystralight.com/
https://www.mystralight.com/home
https://www.mystralight.com/tarot-forecast
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10% Off One Meditation Class 
Meditation is the most powerful tool to evolve your life forward to make your dreams come true.  
I am currently doing personal phone healing meditations and training for any specific issues  
you may need. Go to Meditation Training for more information. 

10% Descuento Una Clase de Meditación. 
La práctica de meditación es el mejor ejercicio para ayudarte a lograr tus sueños e impulsarte  
hacia un futuro mejor. Encontrarás más información en Entrenamiento en Meditación  

IX The Hermit - Time for Soul Searching – Counsel 
You need to take things slowly  

and single out the right path before proceeding further. 
This card appears when an important person is about to appear in your life. He/she 
is an expert in your field, a guide, a mentor, or a teacher to guide you in your 
search, education, or training. 

  
Wishing you a month with plenty of energy and inspiration  

to take control of your life, move forward, and make your dreams come true. - VC 

September 2021 Discounts - A reading can help you to center, gain perspective, 
focus, and get an overview of the changes that are coming into your life. 
$10% Off One Reading - $5 Off Gift Certificates (a unique gift for your loved ones)   
$5 Off for Referrals (for you AND for the new person's first reading) 

Birthday Bonus 
Happy birthday to all of you born during this month!  
Simply mention your birthday when you book the appointment for $10 off.  
And go to Consulting Tarot to check out the special birthday spreads. 

Phone readings are available  
Check Consulting & Information for updates. 
For appointments e-mail Veronica Castagnini

Guidance 
The emotional ups and downs are behind you, and you are stepping on firmer ground now.  

Things have gotten better, and you will be coping with many things. 
IV The Emperor - Stability and Leadership 

A firm foundation, an ordered life, and emotional stability are the necessary qualities  
to attend great success. 

Ordering your thoughts and your energy will help you to master your emotions. Your practical mind  
and common sense, along with a detached observation of the circumstances and your experience     
will be what you need to handle any situation. 

“One of the great cosmic laws, I think, is that whatever we hold in our thoughts will come true  
in our experience. When we hold something, anything, in our thoughts, then somehow coincidence 

leads us in the direction that we've been wishing to lead ourselves.” - Richard Bach 

https://www.mystralight.com/
https://www.mystralight.com/meditation-dvd
https://www.mystralight.com/dvd-de-meditation
https://www.mystralight.com/
mailto:contactmystralight@gmail.com

